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Optical Retail Strategies Panel 
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Hello
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Eyecare Business 
Optical Retail Strategies Panel, Part 2

Who
IS EB?
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DISCLOSURES

 
Erinn Morgan: 
Nothing to disclose  

Glenda Aleman-Moheeputh, OD: 
Consultant for: Johnson & Johnson, Euclid, Topcon, Walmart 

Harbir Sian, OD: 
Nothing to disclose 

Sheena Taff, Optician: 
Nothing to disclose

Diana Canto-Sims, OD: 
Owner of La Vida Eyewear 
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WHAT IS

 …the Big Question? 

How Can Practices Find Retail Success Today?

This Part 2 of today’s two-part educational panel 
discussion covers optical retail strategies for 
optometric practices. In Part 2, our panel will provide 
attendees with intelligent business strategies to 
maximize the dispensing/optical retail side of their 
business and position their practice for 
growth in the future. It will include usable,
actionable tips that can be put into play 
immediately for maximizing a practice’s 
retail business.
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OPTICAL RETAIL Expert Panelists 

Harbir Sian, 
OD
-----

Optometrist and 
Co-Owner, 2 
Practices in 
Vancouver, 

Canada
 

Sheena Taff
-----

Award-winning 
optician, owner of 
Roberts & Brown 

Opticians in 
Vancouver, Canada

Glenda 
Moheeputh, OD

-----
In practice in Miami 

with a focus on 
myopia management

Diana Canto-
Sims, OD 

-----
Optometrist and 
Owner, Buena 

Vista Optical in 
Chicago
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WHAT KEEPS…

 …Eye Care Professionals Awake at Night? 
O.D.s and practice staff are operating in a reality today.

Our discussion focus today is on:

Exploring what retailing looks like today—new 
services, new conveniences, showrooming, omni-
channel.

Looking at the new retail experience consumers 
+ patients expect. 

Innovative retail strategies + business ideas 
to put in play to position your practice for 
growth—and supersede online competition 
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THE BIG RETAIL 
CHALLENGE

What is the one biggest 
challenge right now on the 
optical/retail side of your 

practice?

>> Online retailers cheapen the profession/product so when people 
come to our office they think we are ripping them off; trying to explain value in our frame/lens prices; insurances not reimbursing enough; 

contact lens prices.

>> Online contact lens vendors and VCPs.

>> Online shoppers.

>> Keeping staff and preventing Rxs from leaving the office with out 
sounding like I am begging them not to. I've just accepted it.

>> Competing with online eyeglasses.

>> Loss of revenue to online retailers.
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WHAT ARE

 …the Real Numbers? 
•ONLINE SHOPPING. More than half of survey 
respondents have made an online eyewear purchase, 
with most purchases being made on their smartphones.
• 56 percent of American adults said they have made an 
online eyewear purchase.
• 35 percent of prescription glasses wearers have bought 
their glasses online at least once and 53 percent of those 
who use non-prescription products have bought their 
eyewear online. 
• Among those who have ever purchased eyewear online, 
80 percent looked for reviews online and 61 percent of 
those say the reviews influenced their selection.
•Among those most recently purchasing any eyewear 
online, 47 percent made their previous eyewear purchase 
in-person.
Source: The Vision Council Focused inSights 2022: Digital 
Habits Report, 3,102 U.S. Adults
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The Good News…

“Recognize that we can never win the low-
price game, and that those attempting to be 
all things to all people are the most 
vulnerable.” 
—Mick Kling, O.D., Invision Optometry

“My best advice for how to compete 
with online competition is—don’t! 
Instead, embrace everything you can 
do that a website cannot.” 
—Jennifer Lyerly, O.D., Triangle 
Visions Optometry
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THE Changed Landscape 

The pandemic ushered in the 
rise of online sales, 
omnichannel solutions, 
telemedicine, and other virtual 
platforms like virtual fittings 
and virtual eyewear try-on.
 
How do you view online Rx 
eyewear sales? 
A key competitor or a non-
issue? 
Have you lost patients to 
online?
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RETAIL OPPORTUNITIES

What is the one biggest 
area of opportunity right 
now on the optical/retail 

side of your practice?

>> Attracting staff and new patients 
(patient retention is excellent but new 
patient exams logged in the first quarter 
were 40% fewer than the previous 3yr 
average).

>> Competing with online sales—but 
how?

>> New frame lines.

>> Brand/layout rearranging.

>> Some patients value in-person 
customer service and tailored 
solutions, which are our strength.

>> Rx sunwear + sunwear 2nd-pair sales.

>> New lenses + coatings available 
today.
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EXAMPLES of Success 

How are you succeeding in 
today’s new eyewear 
retailing environment?

Innovative optical retail strategies 
positioning panelist’s practices for 
optimal growth.
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Is There a Quick Fix? Innovative Takeaway Strategies.

Quick-fix takeaway strategies for moving a practice onto a 
successful retail path today, including fresh ideas, old practices 
that should be retired, and fast fixes that could have a long-
term effect.

Rapid-Fire Strategies 
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